"IT'S ABOUT CONNECTING NATURE TO THE PEOPLE, NOT ONLY NATURALLY, BUT CULTURALLY."

MEMBERSHIP
www.savedbynature.org/membership

SEE WEBSITE FOR UPCOMING EVENTS

CONTACT INFO
2772 Joseph Ave #4
Campbell, CA 95008
+1-408-627-2760
education@savedbynature.org
www.SavedByNature.org

OUR MISSION:
TO EXPOSE AND CONNECT PEOPLE OF ALL BACKGROUNDS AND ABILITIES TO THE NATURAL WONDERS & RECREATIONAL OPPORTUNITIES OF THE OUTDOORS THROUGH ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION.

WE WORK COLLABORATIVELY WITH PARTNERS TO ENSURE MENTAL, PHYSICAL, AND SPIRITUAL HEALING IN NATURE.

A FEW OF OUR PARTNERS

BOYS & GIRLS CLUBS OF SILICON VALLEY
OPEN SPACE AUTHORITY
SANTA CLARA VALLEY

SPEED ALLIANCE
engaged transform grow connect lead

LATINO OUTDOORS

Japanese Friendship Garden
Kelley Park

Hispanic Heritage Celebration
Sierra Vista Open Space Preserve
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A need for access to nature for those living with disabilities

A need for naturopathy programs for reentering adults looking to heal in nature

A need to increase allyship by people who do not identify as Black, Indigenous, People of Color (BIPOC)

Saved By Nature addresses this lack of services by providing a variety of unique programs, not only for underserved communities, we’re making our parks and open spaces more welcoming to everyone! By providing a cohesive system of support for the entire community to ensure they have high quality, multilingual and multicultural outdoor nature experiences.

Our aspirations are to hire naturalists and program leads that can provide programs in English, Spanish, Chinese, and Vietnamese, representatives of our community and to share best practices with other organizations.

Our services

Youth Education

We coordinate a Summer Science Project for the Boys & Girls Club, take at-promise-youth backpacking from Youth Alliance and offer outdoor homeschool classes.

Community & Virtual Nature Hikes

From educational interpretive hikes, to your more fast-paced-after-work-sunset-hike, we do our best to provide something for everyone. Including virtual nature hikes for those who are living with disability.

Seniors Hike for Health

Our pride and joy and in memory of Richard Tejeda's grandmother Margarita Castaneda, these hikes are intended to build friendship, maximize longevity and inspire healthy living.

About

Founded on 2018 in San José, California, by environmentalist Richard Tejeda, Saved By Nature is a direct response to several significant problems facing some of our communities.

An environmental and social justice nonprofit organization we believe in the power of nature to address the following challenges:

A need for the opportunity to experience and enjoy the benefits of nature for at-promise-youth

A need for more people of color to visit and work in our parks, preserves and forests

A need for multilingual materials and culturally relevant programming

A need for support for senior citizens to stay active and healthy in the outdoors